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EMMANUEL EBOH
Frontend Developer

ecolejnr007@gmail.com https: //www.linkedin.com/in/emman
uel-o-eboh-51b740194/

github.com/EOEboh

WORK EXPERIENCE
Frontend Developer/Technical Writer
Aviyel

March 2022 - current
Worked on live-chat widgets for websites, with customizable features,
delivering up to 10 times faster response time to customers.
Won three badges for frontend development, open source
contribution, content creation.
Created technical blog documentations on Chatwoot SDKs, Slicknode
GraphQL backend, and several others with over 1000 reads.

React Developer
100MS

November 2021 - April 2022 Remote
Designed and developed video/audio conferencing web apps using
JavaScript and React.js to illustrate and increase third-party integration
of the 100ms SDK by 10%.
Created technical how-to documentation centred around the 100ms
APIs and SDKs, with over 2000 views, increasing trials and
subscriptions. This shortened learning time by an average of 12 days.

Mobile Web Specialist
Andela

June 2020 - December 2020 Remote
Specialized in PWA development, developing offline-first PWAs leading
to 10 times faster user experience.
 Won the "Skill Badge" award, for excelling in the Mobile Web Specialist
IQ test with a 96% score on three assessments. 

Frontend Developer Intern
Hotels.ng

June 2020 - August 2020 Remote
Collaborated with different codenamed teams in building hotel website
themes. This themes sold and generated a revenue of about $100 per
day for each team.
Assisted and reviewed over 100+ pull requests from different team
collaborations on different sprints.
Learned agile work methodology, with short sprints and structured
workflows.

PROJECTS
Video/Audio Conferencing Web App

A VOIP app that allows users make a video/audio call with several
participants and enterprise-like features.

Cryptocurrency Price and News Tracker
Utilized Coinrainking and Bing News APIs to give real-time
cryptocurrency updates, news, basic information, and every coin's
history.

Travel Companion
Displays the nearest real-time restaurants, hotels and other attractions
around you depending on your geographical location coordinates.

Open Source Works
An active open source contributor to the NSI database, which defines
all landmarks and features on the OpenStreet Map.
Contributed to Chatwoot and Slicknode projects so far.

CAREER OBJECTIVE
A Frontend Developer with over 2 years of
experience in creating solutions for the
web. Seeking a role that would harness my
skillset and potential for bringing results
and value to any company.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
Industrial Chemistry
University of Benin

2016 - 2021

Diploma
Software Engineering
AltSchool Africa

2022 - current

SKILLS
HTML
CSS
JavaScript
TypeScript
React.js
Redux/Redux Toolkit
Next.js/Gatsby
Node.js
REST APIs
GraphQL APIs
Firebase
Git
Apollo, Axios, RTK Query etc
Technical Writing
API Documentation
Googling/Researching

TECHNICAL BLOGS
I have written over 20 technical articles for
different startups and for my personal blog.
Some include:

https: //captain-eo.hashnode.dev/an-
easy-way-to-make-api-calls-redux-
toolkit
https: //aviyel.com/post/3309/how-to-
install-modules-and-deploy-api-on-
slicknode-cloud
https: //captain-
eo.hashnode.dev/introduction-to-the-
coinranking-api

ACTIVITIES
Lead Frontend Developer/Mentor at
EmpowerHer Community
Frontend Mentor at WAAW Foundation
Developer and Contributor at
OpenStreetMap and Name Suggestion
Index (NSI)


